Position: Django / Python Developer

ExpoTor.com is a multi-sided marketplace born from the desire of connecting the dots in the expo industry. We empower our clients to build outstanding events with high-performance solutions provided by local reliable teams. By joining ExpoTor, you’ll join diversity and work on eye-level with top-notch peers.

Your opportunity

We are looking for an experienced Django developer who can build scalable backend applications in time and quality. You'll be responsible for improving and translating business requirements into technical specifications and scalable back-end architectures, database models and high-quality code. On top, know how to integrate front-end elements (e.g. using ReactJS) into a Django based application. Our ideal candidate is reliable, fully committed, shares our passion for high-quality work and is looking for a long-term opportunity.

Roles and Responsibilities

- Develop reusable, testable and efficient code
- Design, improve, and implement scalable backend applications
- Implement REST-APIs including authentications and security mechanisms
- Integrate backend with other services/systems

Requirements

- Experience with Django / Python, AI, RESTful APIs (Django Rest Framework)
- Ability to improve a Django-based backend architecture
- Knowledge of authentication and authorization between systems/services
- Experience setting up and deploying staging/production environments
- Proficiency with design, integration and optimisation of relational databases and CMS
- Knowledge about accessibility, security compliance and user authentication
- Experience with AWS, Heroku, Refferal & Affiliates Programs, and Stripe is a must
- Understanding of fundamental design principles behind a scalable application
- Advanced understanding of front-end technologies (ReactJS, Angular, HTML5, and CSS3)
- Strong unit testing, debugging and Elastic Search skills
- Experience with agile software development processes (Scrum, continuous integration)
- Full-time or part-time availability

Your benefits

- Flexibility: Choose your own schedule
- Remote work: Work from our or your home office
- Long-term commitment: get into a topic and test your ideas in the project
- Internationality: work with international and experienced peers